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Know Your Audience

Simplicity

Clarity

Consistency

How Will This Be Used



Know Your Audience



Who Needs to 
Access this Info

What do we know about them?

Knowledge base

Skill level in information access

How do they organize information 
in other areas?



How Often Do They 
Need It

Is this one-time information? 
Weekly? Monthly?

This influences how important 
archival information is, and how 
you choose to structure your pages.



Simplicity



Clear Overview
Like a table of contents, but 

internet-y.

Show clear outlines of your 
information’s structure right at the 
start.



Example
All of these should be clickable 
links, whether to new pages or 

page anchors.

In this section, you will find:

Video Lessons

Prepping Baking Tools

Mixing Dough

Quick References

Assignment 

Dough Mixing Video 
Demonstration



Chunking
Break up your information into 
more manageable sections and 

sub-sections.

Avoid overwhelming your users 
with TONS OF TEXT or TONS OF 
LINKS



What Overwhelm Looks Like:



Clarity



Jargon
Yes I am aware that this word is 

itself jargon.

Use labels, titles, file names that 
reflect the words users actually use:

Syllabus → Course Outline

Module → Section

Caveat: there are times sticking 
with jargon is the lesser of two evils



File Names and 
Versioning

Many online collaboration 
software applications 

automatically version - if you’re 
uploading to a static or single 

author environment, DIY.

Label all files and file links with a 
clear name and the date it was last 
updated.

Tired: assignment3.doc

Wired: 
BakingVideoAssignmentInstruction
s.July06.2020

Inspired:

Download Baking Video 
Assignment Instructions - Updated 
July 06 2020



Consistency



Use the Same 
Words

Sometimes that means breaking 
the jargon rule.

The same words and labels should 
be used throughout your website, 
intranet, course, etc.

Your LMS may force you to use 
jargon - if user-facing LMS systems 
use a jargon word, and you can’t 
change it, consistency is more 
important.

Regrettably, sometimes this means 
Lesson → Module



Make it Look the 
Same

You can be creative, but the end 
product needs to be more 

assembly line than artisanal.

If a page layout serves the same 
function, it needs to look the same.

Same fonts, same colours, same 
layout.



How Will This Be Used



Use Dictates 
Format

How complex is the info, and 
how fast do they need it?

How many decision points?

If information is simple, try 
communicating it visually when 
possible.

Charts, Visualizations, Bullet Points



Use Dictates 
Format

How complex is the info, and 
how fast do they need it?

How many decision points?

If complex information for learning 
that you want to be internalized, 
consider providing quick reference 
resources after in-depth ones.

An easy way to do this is to use 
anchors and links via your 
overviews to allow for quick 
reviews.



Text Anchor Examples



Use Dictates 
Format

How complex is the info, and 
how fast do they need it?

How many decision points?

For high use, high complexity 
information with many decision 
points, consider using clickable 
web pages to avoid overwhelming 
users with definitions/potential 
scenarios.



Fast Visual Editor for Interactive Text
Twine 
https://twinery.org/

Example:
https://twinery.org/2/#!/stories/
02de84f6-2da2-4181-b7db-45
32c9cbe3b2/play

https://twinery.org/
https://twinery.org/2/#!/stories/02de84f6-2da2-4181-b7db-4532c9cbe3b2/play
https://twinery.org/2/#!/stories/02de84f6-2da2-4181-b7db-4532c9cbe3b2/play
https://twinery.org/2/#!/stories/02de84f6-2da2-4181-b7db-4532c9cbe3b2/play


More Questions?
ruby.warren@umanitoba.ca


